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WYNNE BULLOCK 
AMERICAN LYRIC TENOR 

UMBER 2 SEPT. 1976 



Cov er: 

We wish to thank Professor Peter Bunnell 
of Princeton University for advising us 
that the lecture by Alfred Stieglitz which 
was published in issue No. 1 was given on 
December 4, 1922 at The Art Center in New 
York City. 

PHOTOGRAPHER UNIDENTIFIED: Wynn Bullock, 
Worth While, June 1930, p. 27. 

"Except for brief quotes for review pur
poses, no part of this publication may be 
reproduced without the expressed written 
consent of the Wynn Bullock Estate or the 
Center for Creative Photography." halftone reproduction, 10.0 x 7.2 cm. 



On November 16, 1975 Wynn Bullock passed away. As the home of Wynn's 
archives the Center for Creative Photography will continue the spirit and 
ideas of his life's work. Material for this issue of the Center for Creative 
Photography is from the Wynn Bullock Archives. 
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I \\'ynne Bullock left California at the age of I 

�== ===_ � 
nineteen to attend C.olumbia Universitv and to 

====�
=
-

study voice with Fra11<.:is Stur11·t in New '\'ork City. 
Shortlv afte1· his arrival he entered his first 

profe,-,-io1;al work, in the Music Box Revue as 
= under,-tudv to the famous .John Stt:ele. l1pon = 

� Stedes departm·e to fulfill othe1· engagements fi"e � months later Bullock climaxed his phenomenally 
quid, 1 i�e by stepping into tht' leading teno1· role. 
At the end or three yea1·s he returned to sing in 
many of the leading theatres of California. Among 
other niticisms he recei\'ed the following from the 
Los A 119ele., record ; March. I 926 : 

•• Last night Mr. Bullock showed an amount of dramatic 
ability and a vocal range of which he may well be proud. His 
voice reaches a height of clarity and shows a depth of feeling 
of which he may well be envied by world.famous artists ". 

,\h. Bullock was urged to pl'epai·e for con�·e1·t 
by Rothwell. di .. ector of the Los Angeles Sym
phony and by the gl'eat tenor Honci. 

Since then his ,·oice pl'oduction wod, has been 
with En1·ico Rosati, teache1· of Benianimo Gigli, 
he has coached with Tertious Noble, fo1·emost 
co1111H>se1· or chu .. ch music, the well-known Nicolai 
J\lednil.off of New Yo .. k and the eminent pianist 
Eugene \\'agnel' of Pa .. is . 

./011r11al d'A mien., ; .I une 9. I 929. 
The young singer, Wynne Bullock. enn1plurecl 

u� with his intel'pl'etions of old F1·ench and ltali:111 
song,. Iii,, voice i, sympathetic and beautiful. Ile 
,-ings with ease. taste and sincere a1·tistry, giving 
each ,-yllablc the shading and wannth which 
belong,- lo it. 

La /Je/Jechc de Nouen: .lune 2. 1919. 
Bullock is a splendid tenor, the possessor of 

all the qualities of a gl'eat artist. Thi� al'tistr�· 1, 
1·evealed in the infinite delicacies of his nuances 
and intl'ep1·etions. His voice or delightful timlwe is 
coupled with a prnfouncl knowledge of singing ... 
it is in his inteq,retation of a widely cho,-en pro
gram that he touches the summit of his :ut. 

.laur11al de Ro11e11 ; June 2, 1929. 
The american tenor \\'vnne Rullocl, i� one of 

the most delightful singe!'� we have ever heard. 
Such concel'ts a1·e too ra1·e. llis voice is charming, 
caressing in its soft tones, generous in the full. 
supple and gracious in its phl'asing. llis :11·t i;. 
admirnble, his musical intuition C\'Cll 11101·e mo,·ing. 
He is Music incarnate. Unknown at Rouen. the 
warnllh or his l'eception equaled that gi,·en to the 
gl'eatt:st artists or ou1· times. 
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Opera reviews from an undated publicity pamphlet. 
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"My first ambition was to become a concert singer. I studied and gave 
concerts in France. I also studied in Italy ond Germany. But interpreting 
others' creotive work did not satisfy my own creotive impulses and so I 
turned to photography. 

In 1937 I began my photographic career by enrolling at Art Center School 
in Los Angeles, Colifornia. I completed their three year course in two years." 

WYNN BULLOCK: (untitled, ca. 1938.) 
carbo print, 17.2 x 17.9 cm. 

W. B. 

"First Carbro Print I made and first and only advertising type picture made 
for practice in Art Center School days." 
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"My personal project work in Creative Photography class under Edward 
Kaminski led to a large exhibit, my first one-man show, at the Los Angeles 
County Museum. The work largely consisted of partial-reversal experimental 
photographs." 

WYNN BULLOCK: (untitled) 1939. 
chlorobromide print, 26.4 x 34.2 cm. 
#1 

WYNN BULLOCK: Solarization, 1939. 
chlorobromide print, 26.6 x 34.2 cm. 
#2 

W.B. 
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THE MUSE UM OF MODERN ART 

NEW YORK 19 

THE OfPJ.HMfNT OF PHOTOGRJ.PHY 

EOWJ.RO STEICHEN, DIRECTOR 

Dear Mr. Bullock1 

11 WEST 53rd STIEET 

TElEPHONE, CIRClE 5·8900 

CJ.SlfS, MOOHNJ.RT, NEW·YOR� 

May 7, 1954 

I have lived with some of your works lonr enough 
now to believe in my enthusiasm when I first met them. 

I believe some of them were returned to you. We 
are holding some of the unmounted prints as oandidates 
for the Family of Man and I would like to acquire some 
of the mounted prints for our collection. I am sorry 
that we do not have funds enough to enable me to offer 
you a decent price for your prints. I hope that you 
will understand my embarrassment in asking you to ac
cept our nominal price of $10 a print for any of your 
mounted prints that we are still holding here. 

I think your photograph of the nude child in the 
forest is one I am hoping to feature prominently and 
very larre in the Family of� Show. I also consider 
it one of the small group of great photographs. All 
told, your nude photographs or landscapes with nude 
figures are outstanding. If you have any others I 
hope you will send down some proofs. 

Whatever of your prints we definitely decide on 
for the Family of�. may we count on borrowing your 
negatives to �ake the necessary enlargements? 

May we have some bri•f biographical data about 
yourself in connection with the prints of yours we 
hope to add to our collection. 

Whichever one of us first goes east or west 
Argspectively, let us agree to ret together for a 
!°jam session. 

Mr. Wynn Bullock 
155 Mar Vista Drive 
Monterey, California 

4 

Very cordially yours, 

)/;111)11. 
1.4tjlfll/f ••• 



WYNN BULLOCK: Child in Forest, 1951. 
chlorobromide print, 19.2 x 24.1 cm. 
#17B 
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May 31, 1955 

Dear Beaumont: 

Of recent years, except for commercial purposes, there has been an 
ever increasing trend to belittle the use of the 8 x 10 view camera. It is 
popular to ignore its penetrating seeing and fully organized negatives 
and to add insult to injury, the creative photographer who uses one is 
considered daft. I remember a remark by the editor of our largest photo
graphic magazine in describing Edward Weston's type of work- "dead 
end." I can go on and on to show how blind and antagonistic to its use 
photographers in general have become. They can see only the versatility 
and flexibility of the miniature camera. 

This of course is having a profound and I feel unhealthy effect on 
creative photography. The vast majority of miniature photographs 
printed today are justified not alone on their illustrative use but are 
additionally justified as being examples of the prime purpose of photog
raphy, namely, skillful recordings of life's "fleeting moments." 

Granted the unique ability of the miniature lo capture "the moment" 
of tender, brutal, sexy, wistful and on ad infinitum emotions, can they 
produce pictures that are art in the same sense that painting, music, 
poetry and sculpture are? I believe not! Their very virtues of size and 
speed with the resultant flexibility and lightness they afford dictate a 
type of photography that precludes strong fully controlled compositions 

and great print quality. The "fleeting moment" cannot be arrested nor 
the eye trained to permit the strongest compositional seeing. Neither 
can the small negative in enlargement nearly approach the fine tonal 
range or the miraculous precision of the contact print. To say otherwise 
is to be misleading or ignorant. Why then this avalanche of prejudice 
against the creative use of the 8 x 10 view camera? This is not the time 
for a detailed analysis of the reasons. An article is crying to be written 
on the subject but for this letter, I think a basic reason is that most 
photographers, photographic editors and magazine art directors aren't 
interested in photography as an art. They want pictures to sell com
mercial products or increase circulation. The public is neither trained 
nor particularly interested in a photograph which with magnificent see
ing and exquisite tonal detail pictures a rock, tree or old house. There
fore to add importance to the type of picture that sells, creative 8 x 10 
photography is ignored or called cold, empty of meaning, etc., etc. 
Admitted for face saving purposes, a few of the "greats" such as Edward 
Weston, Stieglitz and Strand are given occasional eulogistic illustrated 
articles. What about the public, the greatly talented newcomer? Are they 
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to be given more of the facts or are they to grope in the dark of a com
mercially dominated philosophy of photographic thinking in which eye
catching moments of subject matter exclude the quieter but more 
penetrating interpretation of lhe artist? 

I see no logical basis for the arguments intended lo invalidate photo
graphs that do nol place subject matter above all else. Is a Cezanne 
pain ling less great because it has as its subject a table and basket of 
fruil? Is a Braque painting less great because it abstractly depicts bottles, 
apples, sheet music, plates, elc.? Definitely no! The pictures are great 
because of lhe skill in which line, mass and color are combined in great 
compositional unity and picture meaning. Deep and inseparable to paint
ing and to photography as well are principles governing the use of mass, 
line and color which can never be so fully expressed in miniature work 
as in the work of the larger camera. 

No one will deny the importance of the use of the miniature camera. 
Also no one should deny the importance of the use of the 8 x 10 for its 
different but equally important results. The 8 x 10 sees a different world 
of expression. It combines meaning, if "only" the meaning of a rock, 
into a strong vital creation of line, mass and exquisite tonalities. Such a 
picture is great not for subject matter alone, bul is great for cementing 
of subject matter, composition and tonal range into a picture which 
once created, lives by ils own importance and not on strength borrowed 
from the subject it portrays. 

I write you this as I believe you are interested in lhe problem. 

Wynn 

(Editors note: Beaumont Newhall was Director of the George Eastman 
House in Rochester, New York from 1952 to 1971.) 
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WYNN BULLOCK: Deserted Chair, 1952. 
chlorobromide print, 19.2 x 24.1 cm. 
#472-55 

WYNN BULLOCK: Rocks and Surf - Point Lobos, Calif., 1958. 
chlorobromide print, 18.9 x 23.9 cm. 
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WYNN BULLOCK: Barbara, 1958. 
chlorobromide print, 24.0 x 18.9 cm. 
#1430 
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"The following notes were prepared for, and parts were used in, my book 
WYNN BULLOCK published by Scrimshaw Press in 1971. 

W.B. 

The concept of space-time is a creation of the mind devised for better 
comprehensions of our sense experiences. 

Visuolly and tactilly I can only experience the physical world in 3 dimen
sions, the three dimensions of space: line, plane and thickness. As such space 
is o farm of perception, finite and capable of development. My photographs 
will grow in meoning os my sense of space grows. 

Space and time in my awareness of the world co-exist. Time, like space, 
equolly is a form of perception and can be a source of visual strength. They 
co-exist, because without time there would be no time to experience space. 
And without space, there would be no time to experience space. Space-time 
is not c1 mystic concept for me. It is a finite, practicol, visual tool. It is the 
known, the real. It is of the senses, brain, and mind. As we develop it we 
develop one of our innate powers. 

Nothing is thinkable without an opposite. To attempt to think of a thing 
without an opposite is to attempt to think absolutely. I don't know what an 
absolute is. I have never experienced an absolute. An absolute is defined as 
that which is independent of all relationships. To experience anything I must 
experience something. Therefore the very act of experiencing is a relational 
act - I and that which I experience. 

Spoce-time cmd opposites as visual tools, are forms of perception deeply 
rooted in the external physicol world and the internal world of sense-brain
mind. 

In my photography I use opposites as a visual tool just as I use space
time as a visual tool. Opposites help me build visual relationships thot bring 
strength and tension to the photograph. 

Reality for me is the known, it is that which is of sense-brain-mind. 
Existence is of the unknown, for no one hos created any existence. I experi
ence reality. I believe in existence. Its signals of light and sound, as well os 
all its other signals assail my senses. I don't know what light or any of the 
other signals are except they ore manifestc1tions of existence. If I photograph 
in such a way that I meaning[ ully evoke a sense of the known and the 
unknown I feel I have succeeded. 

Two concepts of space have influenced me: 1st, the "in space" concept, 
2nd, §.Race as£ form of perception. "In space" I now reject. It treats space as 
the unlimited and indefinite receptacle of all things. It quickly lends to the 
infinite or unthinkable. For example, the chair is in the §pace of the room, the 
room is in the space of the house, the house is in the .§pace of the town, 
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the town in the space of the country, the country in the space of the world, 
the world in the space of the universe, etc., etc. Space as a form Qf perceP.tion 
is finite, it is in harmony with my visual physical experiences. 

An example of "in space" thinking: the housewife says she is going to 
chang� the furniture in her front room. What she really means is she is going 
to change the space not the furniture. Space is defined by the arrangement 
objects we perceive. 

Space for me is fullness, never the emptiness of "in space" thinking. 

Objects are the results of how the senses receive, and the mind orders 
the signals of existence. As such, objects can equally be solids, liquids, gases 
or even ideas. 

The camera can operate as an extension of the senses. It can see in the 
past, present and future. It can see faster and slower than the human eye. It 
can see the invisible thru films that are sensitive to light denied our eyes. In 
short it can open dimensions of space-time denied our powers of direct 
perception. 

There are two kinds of images, memory images, and imoginative images. 
A memory image unlike an imoginative imoge is accompanied by the belief 
"that occurred." The great strength of photography is its power to evoke 
"memory images." 

The light that reveals things to our eyes is the same light that reveals 
them to the eye of the camera. This gives to photography its great power of 
realism. 

Photographic technique hos 2 aspects: (1) Mechonics, (2) Eye training. 
The former is meaningless without the latter. 

The 3 dimensions of space define the physicol, visual character of 
objects. Chiaroscuro define their weight. Painters deeply concern themselves 
with these concepts. I find them equolly importcmt to my photography. 

There is no time without events to mcirk it. In photography time is crea
tive tool. It is important to the degree I om able to perceive the relotional 
character and qualities of events ond give them visual strength. 

The tonal brilliance of a fine print is not on end in itself. At its best it 
evokes a sense of light. Not alone the light that permits us to sense objects 
but the light thot arouses in us o feeling of light in its own mysterious right. 

The photograph, like a number or a word is a symbol. The word tree is 
not the tree. Symbols do not define things, things define symbols. 
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A tonally degraded print of a tree does not degrade the tree, it degrades 
only itself. 

In science Einstein's E = mc2 is a classic generalization. It symbolizes 
the physical law governing the relativity of energy and matter at the speed 
of light. In photography space we perceive as the arrangement of objects, and 
time as the order of events we perceive. They symbolize the physical Jaws 
governing the relativity of senses-brain-mind and the physical world ( energy
matter). 

As time and space co-exist so do particulars and generalities. 

A particular can never include a generality but a generality can include 
particulars. Space can never include time but time can include space. It is the 
dimensionality of generalities and of time that I wish to visually evoke in 
my photographs. 

A photographic image that is static and frozen in time acts as a waII 
separating the meaning of the photograph from the experiences I had to what 
I photographed. To overcome this I seek to evoke the event qualities of the 
things. 

What controls my sense of composition or spacial balance is gravitation. 

The negative image symbolizes more truly the light of things. The posi
tive image symbolizes the light things reject and reflect. 

There is no right-side-up or right-side-down, only gravity determines 
which is which. While photographing I prefer to trust the senses more than 
the intellect, which is another way of saying I trust perception more than 
conception. As they co-exist in our minds it is the relative importance given 
each that matters. 

I believe in existence. It has a deep mystical quality. But it is the 
unknown. I reject those who speak of the unknown as the known." 
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WYNN BULLOCK: Rattesnake in Tin Can, 1972. 
chlorobromide print, 23.9 x 19.0 cm. 
#3687 
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WYNN BULLOCK: Rock, 1971. 
chlorobromide print, 23.5 x 19.0 cm. 
#3706 
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WYNN BULLOCK: Pebble Beach, 1970. 
chlorobromide print, 24.1 x 19.0 cm. 
#3633 
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WYNN BULLOCK: Untitled, 1970. 
chlorobromide print, 21.5 x 19.0 cm. 
#3647N 
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